Abstract-Error models characterize the statistics of bursty error sequences encountered in digital wireless channels and are therefore, useful for the cross-layer design of wireless networks. In this paper, target error sequences are generated by computer simulations of multiband orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (MB-OFDM) ultra wideband (UWB) systems. A corresponding generative model is then developed based on a properly parameterized and sampled deterministic process followed by a threshold detector and two parallel mappers. Simulation results indicate that the developed deterministic process based generative model (DPBGM) enables us to approximate very closely the characteristics of target error sequences with respect to all the interested burst error statistics.
I. INTRODUCTION
UWB techniques have attracted much attention due to the promising advantages such as high data rates, low complexity, and low cost for short range wireless communications. The applications of UWB techniques include wireless personal area networks (WPAN), ad hoc and sensor networks, vehicle to vehicle communications, and radar, only to mention a few [1] . MB-OFDM is one of the two physical layer candidate standards submitted to IEEE 802.15 Task Group 3a [2] . It operates in the unlicensed 3.1-10.6 GHz UWB band and OFDM signals are transmitted employing a frequency hopping (multiband) scheme. Multi-carriers are used in MB-OFDM and each sub-carrier only occupies a bandwidth of 4.125 MHz. The underlying channel seen by each sub-carrier in MB-OFDM tends to be much less frequency-selective compared to the channel experienced by impulse radio UWB, which occupies all the available UWB spectrum. An obvious advantage of a MB-OFDM system is the potential to avoid or reduce intersymbol interference, while relaxing the burden of an equalizer.
For the design and performance evaluation of coding schemes as well as higher layer protocols in UWB systems, it is essential to study the statistical properties of the underlying error sequences. This leads to the necessity of developing error models, which aim to describe the statistical properties of bursty error sequences encountered in digital wireless communication channels [3] . Error models can be either descriptive [4] or generative [5] . A descriptive model analyzes the statistical behavior of target error sequences obtained directly from a real digital channel or a computer simulation of the overall communication link. This is, however, often a time-consuming task. A generative model is a parameterized mathematical model capable of generating error sequences of similar statistics as produced by target error sequences [5] . Unlike a descriptive model, a generative model can greatly reduce the computational effort for generating error sequences of any desired length and therefore speed up simulations.
In the literature, generative models can roughly be classified into five categories. The first category uses finite [5] - [7] or infinite [5] state Markov chains. The well-known model belonging to this category is the simplified Fritchman's model (SFM) [6] , which is a finite state Markov model with only one error state. Hidden Markov Models (HMMs) [8] are another important category of generative models. Three other categories of generative models have error generation mechanisms different from traditionally used Markov chains. They are based on chaos equations [9] , stochastic contextfree grammars [10] , and deterministic processes [11] - [14] . Particularly, deterministic process based generative models (DPBGMs) in [12] - [14] were shown to be able to provide excellent fittings to the desired burst error statistics of target error sequences.
To the best of the authors' knowledge, burst error statistics of error processes in UWB systems have not yet been investigated. Although DPBGMs have successfully been applied to narrowband [11] - [14] and wideband [13] , [14] systems, their applicability to UWB systems is still an open problem. The aim of this paper is to fill the gaps. Binary target error sequences are provided by MB-OFDM UWB systems [2] with standard UWB channel models developed by the IEEE 802.15.3a group [15] . The resulting burst error statistics are then analyzed and corresponding DPBGMs are developed. Simulation results show that the developed DPBGMs enable us to approximate closely all the interested burst error statistics of the underlying descriptive models. It is expected that the developed generative models will play a significant role in the cross-layer design of UWB networks.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The adopted MB-OFDM UWB system is briefly described in Section II.
Section III introduces the definitions of terms and interested burst error statistics related to binary error sequences. The design procedure of the developed DPBGM is addressed in Section IV. Section V presents the comparison of burst error statistics of the descriptive model, the developed generative model, and a SFM. Finally, the conclusions are drawn in Section VI.
II. THE MB-OFDM UWB SYSTEM
In this section, we briefly introduce the employed MB-OFDM UWB transmission system [2] , which is regarded as our descriptive model and provides us target error sequences. The MB-OFDM UWB system supports several optional data rates in the range from 55 to 480 Mb/s. In this paper, the 200 Mb/s mode was selected.
A. Transmitter
The block diagram of the system is shown in Fig. 1 [15] is largely based on a Saleh-Valenzuela (S-V) approach [16] , which models multipath components in clusters. This is partly due to the fact that a very fine resolution can be provided by the ultra wide bandwidth. Each cluster is assumed to experience independent fading as well as each ray within the cluster. Multipath gain coefficients follow a log-normal or Nakagami distribution. Posisson processes are used to model cluster arrival rates and ray arrival rates, while a negative exponential distribution describes the power delay profile. Besides the above smallscale fading effects, the modelling procedure also takes into account the large-scale fading, which is characterized by the log-normal shadowing.
The UWB channel model parameters were determined by fitting primary channel characteristics, such as mean excess delay and rms delay spread, to those of measurements. Four different scenarios were defined based on various measurement environments, namely channel models 1-4 (CM1-CM4) [15] .
CM1 describes a line-of-sight (LOS) scenario with a distance range less than 4 m. CM2 describes a non-LOS situation, still in the same range. CM3 describes a larger distance range 4-10 m for a non-LOS scenario, while CM4 describes an "extreme non-LOS multipath channel". The means and standard deviations of the log-normal shadowing are identical for all the four models.
C. Receiver
The receiver side of the MB-OFDM UWB system consists of a frequency dehopper, an OFDM receiver, a QPSK demodulator, a deinterleaver, and a Viterbi decoder. We assume perfect timing and frequency synchronization. Furthermore, for the system parameters and UWB channel model described above, the suffix can safely be assumed longer than the delay spread of the channel impulse response.
In order to recover transmitted data in each OFDM symbol, the receiver first takes the 128 samples of effective data by detaching the suffix from the received signal. It * P(00o/1): the error-free run distribution (EFRD), which is the probability that an one is followed by at least mo zeros.
* P(1m, /0): the error cluster distribution (ECD), which is the probability that a zero is followed by m, or more ones.
* PEB(M,): the error burst distribution (EBD), which is the CDF of error burst lengths me * PEFB(me): the error-free burst distribution (EFBD), which is the CDF of error-free burst lengths me. * P(m, n): the block error probability distribution (BEPD), which is the probability that at least m out of n bits are in error. * p(Z\k): the bit error correlation function (BECF), which is the conditional probability that the Akth bit following an error bit is also in error. Note that the above burst error statistics will be considered as the performance criteria for the evaluation of the developed generative models in Section V. The BEPD and BECF are in general be regarded as the most important statistics. A better generative model should be able to approximate more closely these important statistics.
IV. THE DPBGM The invention of DPBGMs [11] - [14] originates from two aspects. First, the well-known close relationship between the statistics of burst errors and the second order statistics of fading envelope processes indicates the possibility of developing generative models based on fading processes. Second, deterministic fading processes demonstrate advantages when employed as channel models since the model parameters can easily be determined and their implementation on a computer is very efficient. The idea of DPBGMs has already been applied to a coherent QPSK system with a Rayleigh fading channel [11] , a FH convolutionally coded Gaussian minimum shift keying (GMSK) transmission system in the presence of Rayleigh fading channels [12] , and realistic 2.5G mobile communication systems: Enhanced General Packet Radio Service (EGPRS) [13] , [14] . In this section, we will follow the line of [13] , [14] and develop a DPBGM suitable for MB-OFDM UWB systems.
A. The Parametrization of the Sampled Deterministic Process
The first design step of a DPBGM lies in the parametrization of the employed deterministic process based on the known quantities obtained from the target error sequence.
For simplicity, we choose the following time-continuous deterministic process [11] - [14] (:(t) = JA1(t) +jA/2(t)l (1) where Ni Ai (t) = Cin CoS(27rfi,nt + Oi,n) , i = 1, 2. (2) n=1 Here, Ni defines the number of sinusoids, Ci,n, fi,n, and Oi,n are called the gains, the discrete frequencies, and the phases, respectively. By using the method of exact Doppler spread (MEDS) [11] , the phases Oi,n are considered as the realizations of a random generator uniformly distributed over (0, 27r], while ci,, and fi,n are given by It is required that the occurence rate REB = KEB/Nt of error bursts at a given period is equal to the level-crossing rate (LCR) of the sampled deterministic process 4(kTA) at a chosen threshold rth. Here, JVEB denotes the total number of error bursts in the target error sequence of length Nt, Tt is the total transmission time of the reference system, and TA is the sampling interval. Also, The ratio iZB of the mean length of error bursts to the mean length of error-free bursts is fitted to the ratio of the average duration of fades (ADF) at rth to the average duration of interfades (ADIF) at rth.
Moreover, we must ensure that the sampling interval TA is chosen sufficiently small for the successful detection of most of the level crossings and fading intervals at deep levels, i.e., rth < 1.
It has been shown in [13] , [14] that the second order statistics with respect to the LCR, ADF, and ADIF of the underlying sampled deterministic process ((kTA) are fully determined by the parameter vector A = (N1, N2, rth, CO, fmax TA). For our purpose at hand, it is not necessary to include all the elements of the parameter vector IQ in the design. We can first choose reasonable values for N1, N2, and rth, e.g., N1 = 9, N2 = 10, and rth = 0.09. According to [13] , [14] , the rest of the parameters can be calculated as follows TA "rf-+ 1±+ 10q /3 (7) V5_r'rthfmax where q, is a very small quantity which determines the maximum measurement error of the LCR.
With the resulting parameter vector %1, a sampled deterministic process C(kTA) is simulated within the necessary time interval [0,Tt], i.e., 0 < kTA < Tt. Here, Tt = TtNt/Nt with Nt denoting the required length of the generated error sequence. The total numbers of the generated error bursts JfEB and error-free bursts JVEFB can approximately be estimated from -/EB-= L VKEB] and )/EFBB= LArEFBI, respectively. Here, JKEFB denotes the total number of errorfree bursts in the target error sequence and LxJ stands for the nearest integer to x towards minus infinity, i.e., Lxi < x. In this manner, an error burst length generator EBrec with JVEB entries and an error-free burst length generator EFBrec with /VEFB entries are derived.
B. The Mappers
Due to the fact that the resulting EBD and EFBD still deviate largely from the desired curves after the above design step, we have to develop two appropriate mappers, which map the lengths of generated error bursts and error-free bursts to the corresponding lengths. The purpose of the second design step is to adapt the EBD and EFBD of the generated sequence to the desired ones. For reasons of brevity, the developing procedure is ommitted here and the interested readers are referred to [13] , [14] .
C. The Generation of Error Sequences
The In short, the design procedure of the developed DPBGM involves three steps: the parametrization of the sampled deterministic process, the development of two mappers, and the generation of error sequences. We call the first two steps as the simulation set-up phase, while the last step the simulation run phase. It should be noted that, although the simulation setup phase of the developed DPBGM requires relatively long time, the simulation run phase is very fast, since it determines directly error burst and error-free burst lengths instead of bit sequences. The general block diagram of the DPBGM is depicted in Fig. 2 .
V. SIMULATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
In this section, the performance of the developed DPBGM is investigated by comparing its burst error statistics against those of the descriptive model described in Section II.
The coded MB-OFDM UWB system in Fig. I was simulated to generate target error sequences of length Nt 107 at symbol energy-to-noise ratios (ES/No) of 0-10 dB with the separation of 1 dB. Fig. 3 plots the resulting average bit error rate (BER) of the system versus ES/No. By using the DPBGM described in section IV, binary error sequences of length Nt -1.5 x 107 were produced. Then, we analyze the GDs, EFRDs, ECDs, EBDs and EFBDs with 71=400, BEPDs with n -125, and BECFs of the target and generated binary error sequences. For the sake of comparison, the relevant results of a six-state SFM were also presented. The transition probability matrix of a K-state SFM is calculated by expressing the EFRD P(0m0/1) as the sum of K-1 exponentials. In our case, the fitting of P(010/1) is achieved by using five exponentials. In [11] - [14] , it has been shown that no better performance can be obtained from SFMs with more than six states.
For brevity reasons, only the simulation results of the coded MB-OFDM UWB system with the CMI will be presented here. As an example, we choose the Es/N0 of 7dB, which corresponds to a BER of 0.0545. Figs. 4-6 demonstrate the resulting ECDs, BEPDs, and BECFs, respectively, of the descriptive model and both generative models. The GDs, EFRDs, EBDs, and EFBDs of three models are not shown here since they match each other closely. It is clear that all the three curves for the DPBGM have excellent agreements with the target ones. However, relatively large deviations were found for the fittings to the desired ECD, BEPD, and BECF by using the SFM. Both generative models require relatively long time in the simulation set-up phase, but the simulation run phase of the DPBGM is faster than that of the SFM. For generating an error sequence of length 1.5 x 107, the DPBGM and SFM need about 77.33 s and 133.128 s, respectively, for their simulation run phase.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have studied for the first time the burst error statistics of MB-OFDM UWB systems. A corresponding fast binary generative model has been developed by using a properly parameterized and sampled deterministic process followed by a threshold detector and two parallel mappers. The applicability of the developed DPBGM to UWB systems has been well verified by the excellent fitting to the desired burst error statistics. Compared with a widely used SFM, the suggested DPBGM shows a better quality in terms of both the accuracy and efficiency. The developed generative models are expected to be of great importance in the design and performance evaluation of UWB higher layer protocols, especially in the cross-layer optimization of UWB networks. .o. 
